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The Crystallographic Information File (CIF) was adopted in

1990 by the International Union of Crystallography as a ®le

structure for the archiving and distribution of crystallographic

information. The CIF standard is now well established and is

in regular use for reporting crystal structure determinations to

Acta Crystallographica and other journals. The structure of

CIF is ¯exible and extensible and is compatible with other

evolving standards. It is well suited to relational and object-

oriented models, and is being adopted by the crystallographic

databases. This paper reviews the development of CIF and

describes its salient features. Future extension of the standard

to include implementation of methods will allow CIF to

exploit the potential of advanced information-handling soft-

ware.
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1. Introduction

It is more than ®fty years since crystallographers started using

computers to solve and re®ne crystal structures. Computers

allowed them to determine structures that were too complex

to be handled by the simple mechanical calculators that were

then available. In each subsequent generation, they have

taken advantage of the burgeoning power of computers to

increase both the size of the structures they study and the

accuracy of the reports they publish. They have, however,

been slower to realise the potential of computers for infor-

mation handling; that is, for archiving and manipulating this

information. Olga Kennard pointed the way in the 1960s by

establishing the ®rst electronic crystallographic database

(Allen et al., 1979; Allen, 2002; Bruno et al., 2002), but it took a

further decade before the community discovered how to use

this database to gain new insights into structural chemistry.

By 1980, the automation of crystal structure determinations

was resulting in reports that contained such large tables of

coordinates that publication from typewritten manuscripts

was becoming awkward and unreliable ± hardly a paper

appeared in print without at least one numerical error. The

result was frustration among those trying to use the coordi-

nates for further calculations. A new process was needed, one

in which the numerical information generated by the

computer-controlled diffractometers could be transferred

directly to the journals and databases without the need for

retyping. While such transfer was easy to accomplish in prin-

ciple, it was complicated by the fact that each crystallographic

computing package used a different output ®le structure and
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none made provision for all the information required in a full

structure report. The crystallographic community needed a

common ®le structure that all crystallographic applications

would recognize. It would, of course, have to be able to

transfer the numerical information, but it also had to be able

to transfer the text of a paper, which implied a ¯exible

structure with free format. A well designed ®le structure could

also be exploited by the coming information revolution in

which much of the retrieval, assembly and analysis of infor-

mation on crystal chemistry would be performed auto-

matically by computer. In short, the common ®le structure had

to be more than just a storage place for archiving the results of

crystal structure determinations, it had to be a crystallographic

language that could be used by computers to explore the

wealth of information on crystal chemistry that was even then

accumulating in electronic databases.

The Warsaw meeting of the IUCr in 1978 saw the ®rst

proposal for a standard ®le structure for crystallography

(Brown, 1983), but it was a further 12 years before Acta

Crystallographica committed itself to accepting manuscripts in

electronic form. The requirements of a standard crystal-

lographic ®le structure suitable for crystal structure reports

were not as simple as adopting a particular typesetting or word

processing package such as TEX or WordPerfect. While the ®le

structure had to be able to accommodate the text of a paper, it

also needed to identify each item of numerical information so

that it could be checked for possible errors and retrieved for

analysis by a new generation of crystal chemistry programs.

The ®le structure designed to meet these requirements was the

Crystallographic Information File (CIF; Hall et al., 1991).

Within six years, all crystal structures reported in Acta Crys-

tallographica were being submitted and archived electron-

ically as CIFs, and the crystallographic databases were

beginning to explore the potential that the relational proper-

ties of the CIF offered for structuring their archives.

The tag±value syntax of the CIF (see x2) is conceptually

simple but requires the development of dictionaries to de®ne

the meaning of each of the tags that could appear in a CIF. The

dictionary was originally conceived as a printed manual to be

used by crystallographic programmers, but it was soon realised

that the dictionary could be most easily typeset if it too were

stored as a ®le with the same ¯exible structure as that of a CIF.

Once on a computer, the dictionary could also be interrogated

on-line, opening the possibility that an application could use

the dictionary directly to help identify the different items

reported in a CIF. The properties of each CIF item, such as its

name (tag), whether its value is a number or text, and its

allowed range of values were all de®ned in the dictionary and

were thus directly available to the application. The diction-

aries could be used, for example, to detect not only syntax

errors in the CIF but also semantic errors, such as values that

are physically unreasonable.

New features continue to be added to the CIF dictionaries.

Future dictionaries will include `methods'; that is, algorithms

that instruct the computer how to calculate the value of a

particular item from other items in the CIF. When fully

developed, CIF will be more than just a ®le structure for

archiving crystallographic information. The CIF dictionaries

will be comprehensive encyclopaedias of crystallographic

knowledge and CIF itself will become the computer language

used to assemble and process the large quantities of infor-

mation generated by X-ray and neutron diffractometers and

stored in the crystallographic databases.

In modern parlance, CIF will offer a `domain ontology' ± a

mechanical representation of the knowledge within a speci®c

subject area, one that is accessible to computer manipulation.

The syntax behind the ®le structure (described in the next

section) may differ from the syntax of data and knowledge

representation adopted by other disciplines, thus necessitating

®le conversion utilities, but the maintenance of well structured

information about the tags that are used in CIFs will make it

possible in future to design inter-discipline knowledge

exchange mechanisms ± an option that has not hitherto been

available.

Figure 1
Extract from a CIF journal submission (not all required items are shown
and some atoms have been omitted for brevity).



2. The structure of CIF

The CIF is based on the STAR (Self-De®ning Text Archive

and Retrieval) ®le structure described by Hall (1991). STAR

has a conceptually simple syntax, or grammar, in which each

item of information is encoded into a pair of character strings,

the ®rst being the tag (the data name), the second its value, e.g.

_cell_volume 1763.8.

The leading underline of `_cell_volume' indicates that this

string is a data name. Strings are separated by arbitrary

amounts of `white space' (space, tab or end-of-line characters)

and, to ensure long-term stability, only characters found in the

ASCII character set may be used.

A STAR ®le is divided into data blocks, each of which starts

with the data name data_xxxxx, where xxxxx represents a

name chosen by the user. The data block is broken into lines

that are normally kept to less than 80 characters to ensure that

each line can be viewed on a screen or printed on standard

sized paper without wrap around. A data block ends with

either the beginning of the next data block or the end-of-®le.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a CIF, illustrating the variety of

information it may contain and the way this information is

stored. It is a slightly edited and very abbreviated extract from

a ®le presented to authors as an exemplar submission for Acta

Crystallographica Section C.1

Before a STAR ®le can be written, a dictionary of data

names and their meanings is required. The dictionaries that

contain the names of crystallographic items are known as CIF

dictionaries and the ®les written with them are called CIFs

(Hall et al., 1991).

Since each data name may only appear once in a data block,

tables, such as the table of atomic coordinates, appear in loops

introduced by the string `loop_' followed ®rst by an ordered

list of data names and then by an ordered list of values.

Items are divided into those that represent numbers and

those that represent text. Number strings represent real

numbers or integers (and may include an indication of a

standard uncertainty in physically measurable quantities); text

strings may contain any character in the printable ASCII

character set. Any text string that contains spaces must be

delimited with single or double quotes, otherwise the spaces

will be interpreted as delimiters. If the string extends over

more than one line so that the text string contains an end-of-

line character or set of characters, it must be delimited by a

semicolon appearing as the ®rst character on the line, as shown

in Fig. 2.

3. CIF dictionaries

In earlier years, ®le structures tended to be de®ned in terms of

®xed formats in which each item was identi®ed by its position

in a particular record. More recently, designers of ®le formats

have realised that there needs to be a clear separation

between the form (structure or syntax) and the content

(semantics or metadata) of a ®le. Keeping the description of its

contents separate from the structure makes it easier to extend

the list of items that can be included and allows the writing of

generic software that can search for and extract speci®c items

using their names (tags) without the need to know the nature

of its value. A common example of this is the eXtensible

Markup Language (XML) used increasingly in publishing and

database activities (W3C, 2001). The syntax of an XML ®le

conforms to the Standard Generalized Markup Language

(SGML) speci®cation (ISO, 1986), but different XML appli-

cations typically have different Document Type De®nitions

(DTDs), usually as separate ®les, that de®ne the ordering and

nesting of the permitted content. At the time CIF was ®rst

developed, the restricted availability and high cost of high-

quality SGML tools were among the factors that discouraged

exploration of this class of markup. However, CIF adopted the

same paradigm of separating form from content. Descriptions

and de®nitions of the tags or data names in CIF were held in

external dictionaries, with roles analogous to the DTDs of

XML. One consequence of the relatively ¯at ®le structure of

CIF is that it contains a larger number of distinct tags (each

labelling a speci®c crystallographic property) than is usually

the case in XML, where distinct tags tend to describe different

larger-scale structures in the data model. In XML, the ®ner

details of the structure are contained in the quali®ers that

form part of the tag, a feature that is not part of the STAR ®le

structure. Quali®ers are useful when a given item may be

de®ned in different ways, since they can indicate which

convention has been adopted. In a ®eld such as crystal-

lography, where the concepts used are well de®ned and their
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Figure 2
Examples of text strings in a CIF.

Figure 3
A selected list of the properties of data items.

1 The complete example ®le is available from http://journals.iucr.org/services/
cif/examples.html.
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meaning is stable, a more detailed dictionary with precise

de®nitions is more appropriate.

Thus, since each item in a CIF is identi®ed by a separate

data name, it is necessary to have access to the dictionary that

describes the properties associated with the name. A CIF

dictionary, in addition to giving the name and a description of

the item, also lists a number of other properties, such as

whether the value is numeric or text. Fig. 3 lists some of these

properties, discussed in more detail below.

CIF dictionaries de®ne the principal items required in

crystallography and so far six dictionaries (Fig. 4) have been

approved by COMCIFS, the committee established by the

IUCr to oversee the CIF project. Further dictionaries covering

such ®elds as small-angle scattering, magnetic structures and

electron densities are in preparation. Copies of these

dictionaries can be found on the IUCr Web site in the of®cial

ASCII version suitable as input to an application, as well as in

formatted versions that are designed to be easy to read.

Not all dictionaries need COMCIFS approval. Anyone can

create a private dictionary provided that it does not contain

data names that duplicate those already approved. Such a

private dictionary may de®ne items that are used locally, but if

it de®nes items that are of more general interest it may be

necessary to make the dictionary more widely available. The

IUCr keeps a register of some of these private dictionaries,

such as those that are used by structure-solving applications.

Name clashes are prevented by the incorporation of unique

character strings into the data names de®ned in the private

dictionaries. A CIF may contain data names taken from more

than one dictionary, either private or of®cial. However, a

program that reads a CIF needs to know only the names of the

items it requires, since it can ignore any items whose data

names it does not recognize. The presence of an unknown

local data name does not therefore invalidate the CIF, but the

information contained in that item will not be read unless the

local dictionary is available.

It is in the structure of the dictionaries that the true

potential of CIF as a crystallographic language lies. In order to

make the extraction of information from a CIF as automatic as

possible, CIF dictionaries are themselves stored as STAR ®les

so that they can be consulted by the programs used to read,

write and manipulate CIFs. To write a dictionary as a STAR

®le, a further dictionary de®ning the data names that appear in

the dictionaries is needed. The material given in this

dictionary, which assigns names to the properties listed in Fig.

3, is called the Dictionary De®nition Language (DDL; Hall &

Cook, 1995). There are currently two versions of this language,

DDL1 and DDL2. The original version, DDL1, was used to

de®ne the dictionary of basic crystallographic items, known as

the cif_core.dic (Fig. 4). DDL2 was developed in order to

provide the much tighter de®nitions needed for macro-

molecular crystallography where automatic computer hand-

ling of information is required in large-scale operations such

as the genome project.

Since the dictionaries themselves are written as STAR ®les,

they can be read and manipulated by computer applications in

the same way as CIFs. By reading both the CIF and its

dictionary, it is no longer necessary to include the CIF data

names in the code of an application, since both the names and

their associated properties can be found in the dictionary.

Future CIFs will identify the dictionaries used in their

construction so that an application will be able to download

any dictionary it needs from the Web. There is a protocol

which allows several dictionaries to be merged into a single

virtual dictionary in order to read or write a particular CIF.

This means that the basic crystallographic information, such as

the space group and lattice parameters, that is de®ned in the

core dictionary can be used in conjunction with items de®ned

in one of the more specialized dictionaries.

To give an example of how this might work, a program

designed to create or edit a CIF would ®rst ®nd, load and

merge all the dictionaries it needs. The data names stored in

the resulting virtual dictionary are then displayed as needed

on the screen, directing the user how to enter the values in the

correct format. As the values are entered, the editor checks

them against the dictionary and, when satis®ed that they

conform to the dictionary de®nition, it writes them to a

syntactically correct STAR ®le. The resulting ®le could contain

spectroscopic or thermodynamic as well as crystallographic

information, providing suitable dictionaries had been loaded.

To be properly described as a CIF, however, a ®le should

contain at least one data name taken from an approved CIF

dictionary.

In order to ensure that future generations will be able to

access the current archive of CIFs, it is important that data

names and their de®nitions be stable. They cannot be removed

from the dictionaries nor can their de®nitions be changed.

However, dictionaries have to evolve and this is achieved by

adding new items or assigning new names to items that have

undergone a change in meaning. Where a given data name has

become obsolete through the natural evolution of the disci-

pline, it is not removed from the dictionary though its use may

be discouraged.2 Because new data names are continually

being added, it is wise to use the dictionary to supply the data

Figure 4
Currently approved CIF dictionaries.

2 More correctly, it is not removed from the stable of dictionaries that an
application may consult in attempting to resolve a data name. In practice,
deprecated items may be moved to ancillary dictionaries to trim the current
active dictionaries.



names to an application, rather than relying on coding the data

names directly into the program. In this way the application

will not become obsolete as the CIF dictionaries evolve. At the

same time, archived CIFs can still be read by loading the

version of the dictionary used to prepare the CIF. For this

reason, all versions of the dictionaries, both current and

obsolete, are stored on the Web with stable URLs at the IUCr

Web site. Several of the approved dictionaries already exist in

more than one version, though every attempt is made to keep

these upwardly compatible.

The crystallographers who prepared the of®cial CIF

dictionaries usually found the job to be a bigger challenge than

they had anticipated. What at ®rst looked like a simple exer-

cise in writing de®nitions for the commonly used crystal-

lographic terms, turned out in practice to be an in-depth

exploration of the underlying concepts of crystallography and

their interrelationships, ideas that we often take for granted

and never fully explore. The de®nitions in a CIF dictionary

have to be precise and unambiguous since related items must

be compatible, meaning that the information that each item

gives, and the form in which it appears, must be well de®ned. It

is not suf®cient, for example, to de®ne an item such as the

hypothetical _atom_site_adp, since atomic displacement

parameters (adps) can be given in many different forms,

such as B, U and two different and incompatible forms of

beta. One could de®ne a series of items, e.g.

_atom_site_B, _atom_site_U, _atom_site_beta1 and

_atom_site_beta2, to allow the author to specify in which

form the information is given, but this adds complexity to the

dictionary and requires an unnecessary overhead since every

application has to be able to read this information in all four

formats. The philosophy adopted by CIF is, so far as possible,

to de®ne only one form for each item of information. The

reader only needs to recognize this one form and the onus is

then on the writer of the CIF to make the necessary conver-

sion. There are a few exceptions where CIF allows the same

information to be given in more than one form, but these are

reluctant concessions to human weakness.

4. Relational structure of CIF

Each of the items stored in a CIF can be treated as an object

whose properties, such as those listed in Fig. 3, are de®ned in

the dictionaries. Among these properties are cross references

to other data items that give CIF its relational character. These

pointers link the information found in one loop, such as the

table of bond lengths (_geom_bond, Fig. 1) with related

information that appears in other loops, such as the table of

atomic coordinates (_atom_site) and the table of symmetry

operations (_symmetry_equiv). In the table of bond lengths,

the labels identifying the bonded atoms

(_geom_bond_atom_site_label_1 and _2) must corre-

spond to the labels of the individual atoms in the table of

atomic coordinates (_atom_site_label), and the labels of

the symmetry operations (_geom_bond_site_symmetry_1

and _2) must correspond to the identi®ers in the table of

symmetry operations (_symmetry_equiv_pos_site_id).

Although anyone with a crystallographic background will ®nd

this relationship obvious, computers cannot acquire back-

ground information by experience in the way that people can.

Unless this knowledge is speci®cally loaded into the computer,

the computer treats all objects as meaningless character

strings. By reading a CIF dictionary, the computer has access

to the data names of the pointers that link the bonds in the

geom_bond loop with the corresponding items in the loops of

atomic coordinates and symmetry operations, allowing it to

retrieve the coordinates of the two atoms that form any given

bond. This link between items in different parts of the data

block gives the ®le the same structure as is found in a rela-

tional database. The explicit information about the pointers

found in the dictionary is the ®rst step towards supplying an

application with the crystallographic knowledge that it needs

to generate items of information that are not explicitly stored

in the CIF.

In order to implement pointers in the dictionary, items that

appear in the same loop in a CIF are de®ned as belonging to

the same category. This allows the dictionary to identify the

special role of the pointers in ®le management within the

category. As an aid to people using the dictionaries, the

category name usually (though not necessarily) forms the ®rst

element of the data name of an item within the

category. Thus, _atom_site_label belongs to the

atom_site category, _geom_bond_atom_site_label_1 and

_geom_bond_site_symmetry_2 belong to the geom_bond

category and _symmetry_equiv_pos_site_id belongs to

the symmetry_equiv category.3 The dictionary de®nes the

properties of the categories and among these is the list of

pointers (the category keys).

The pointers are hierarchically arranged, with the pointer in

one category being nominated as the parent and pointers

having the same values in other categories being nominated as

the children. In the case of _atom_site_label the parent

category is atom_site since the list of coordinates appearing

in this category serves to de®ne all the atoms in the structure.

These atoms may or may not be mentioned in the child

categories, since it is not necessary to give the lengths of bonds

formed by all, or even any, of the atoms, but the presence of a

list of bond lengths does imply that there exists a list of the

atoms that form the bonds. Although such a list of atom sites

must appear, it is not necessary to include their coordinates if

these are not required or are not known.

5. CIF in crystallographic database and publishing
activities

There can be no doubt that CIF has been successful in its

initial goals of providing a standard and portable data inter-

change format between crystallographic applications, data-

bases and publications. This is particularly the case for small-

cell crystal structure determinations. From data collection at

the diffractometer, through solution and re®nement, almost all
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contemporary software is capable of writing CIF output, and

most software can also import well formed CIFs. Details of the

structures of small molecules may be deposited with the

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre with CIF being the

preferred format. IUCr journals require CIF format for

supplementary information accompanying small-molecule or

inorganic structure reports, while Sections C and E of Acta

Crystallographica require the whole article to be submitted as

a CIF. Many other journals welcome supplementary infor-

mation in CIF format, and a number of journals encourage

their authors or editors to use automated checking services

that not only validate the syntax of such deposited ®les, but

also test for their internal consistency and crystallographic

plausibility. Details of structures may be output in CIF format

from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD; Allen, 2002;

Bruno et al., 2002) and the Inorganic Crystal Structure Data-

base (ICSD; Belsky et al., 2002). The Metals Data File (White

et al., 2002) and Powder Diffraction File (Faber & Fawcett,

2002) are also capable of processing material in this format.

Powder diffraction studies are well covered by the relevant

CIF dictionary (Toby, 1998), which is used for submitting

powder diffraction papers to Acta Crystallographica. The

recently approved modulated-structures dictionary (Madar-

iaga, 2002) will provide a standard method for reporting such

structures in the journals, and is intended to be used for

databases of modulated structures. This dictionary matches

closely the requirements for describing modulated structures

constructed by the IUCr Commission on Aperiodic Crystals

(Chapuis et al., 1997).

In the domain of biological macromolecules, CIF as a

relative newcomer has had to compete with the existing

Protein Data Bank (PDB) ®le format, originating in the early

days of the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (Abola et al., 1987;

Berman et al., 2002). Much existing software still has to be

modi®ed to support the macromolecular CIF format (mmCIF;

Fitzgerald et al., 1998; Bourne et al., 1997). Nevertheless, the

current version of the Protein Data Bank managed by the

Research Collaboratory for Structural Biology uses data

processing engines based on mmCIF data structures, and

macromolecular data sets are available to the public in

mmCIF format. The mmCIF dictionary, designed as a superset

of all the speci®c data ®elds present in ®les stored in PDB

format, is used both as the basis for database schemata within

the Protein Data Bank and as the basis for a common object

resource dictionary for data exchange among a wider range of

life-sciences disciplines (Greer, 2000).

Macromolecular structure work is aided by a CIF dictionary

of terms describing measurements made using image plates

(Westbrook, 2000) and an accompanying software library

(Ellis & Bernstein, 2001) handling such data ®les in ASCII or

compressed binary formats.

6. Data models and information interchange

As mentioned above, the CIF dictionaries and the Dictionary

De®nition Languages continue to evolve in response to the

introduction of new concepts into crystallography and infor-

mation handling. The very ¯exibility built into the structure of

CIF invites this evolution and allows CIF to exploit new ideas

in information technology. The standards will change but

upward compatibility will be maintained.

The initial requirements for a standard crystallographic ®le

structure addressed the need for uniform tagging of items of

information to allow them to be exchanged between computer

programs. Little thought was given at ®rst to how these data

items related to other components in the complete description

of a crystal structure. However, the choice of the STAR ®le

structure with its extensible tagging format was felicitous,

because it rapidly became apparent that the STAR ®le lent

itself to a variety of hierarchical, relational and object-

oriented data models.

Early pilot applications of the STAR ®le structure in

quantum electrochemistry and chemical structure description

showed how the basic mechanism could be used to describe

complete electron basis sets, or to pose chemical database

queries based on Markush structures of generic formula. The

same STAR structure has also been used to create NMR

structural data ®les at the BioMagResBank of the University

of Wisconsin (Ulrich et al., 1996), a directory of personal

contact information and professional interests within the

crystallographic community (Epelboin, 1995, 1997), and,

latterly, taxonomic descriptions in botany.

For crystallographic applications, CIF imposes some

restrictions on the full functionality of the STAR ®le (Hall et

al., 1991), and the resulting ®le structure and the organization

of data names or identifying tags are well suited to object-

oriented or relational data models. In practice, the most fully

developed data model for CIF has been the relational schema

based on DDL2 devised for the mmCIF dictionary which, as

already mentioned, forms the basis for the current Protein

Data Bank operations. However, other studies and experi-

ments have demonstrated the ¯exibility and extensibility of

CIF data models.

An early set of CIF C++ object classes was subsequently

reworked in Java and implemented as a component of a

generic structured document browser (Murray-Rust, 1998).

The object model of CIF has been developed in a production

environment into a full class hierarchy and attendant appli-

cation programming interface (Schirripa & Westbrook, 1996;

Westbrook et al., 1997). Murray-Rust (1998) has further

explored the development of a document object model

(DOM) for CIF that could form the basis of interoperability

with applications based on the extensible markup language,

XML, of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C, 2001).

There is a complementarity between CIF and XML. XML,

derived from the Standard Generalized Markup Language,

SGML (ISO, 1986), is particularly well suited to the markup

and classi®cation of the contents of a document. While there is

nothing to prevent numeric or mixed numeric/text data sets

from being marked up as XML instances ± and numerous

individual examples of such data sets do exist ± there are

rather few fully developed XML document type de®nitions

(DTDs) that provide tags for as rich a set of well de®ned data

items as the CIF dictionaries provide in the ®eld of crystal-



lography. Chemical Markup Language (CML; Murray-Rust &

Rzepa, 1999, 2001) is an ambitious attempt to exploit XML in

a broader chemical context and has won acceptance as a basis

for chemical information exchange by the International Union

of Pure and Applied Chemistry (Becker, 2000).

Of course, technical considerations do not of themselves

guarantee the adoption of innovative solutions. The explora-

tory molecular STAR applications in chemistry described

above built on the Standard Molecular Data (SMD) format

(Bebak et al., 1989; Barnard, 1990) to produce a chemical

information exchange mechanism compatible with CIF. Many

novel developments were tested during its early research

stage. These included the creation of a Dictionary De®nition

Language which was subsequently used to build the CIF

dictionaries, the use of the complete set of syntactic constructs

permitted by STAR for encapsulating and nesting data, and

the possible use of STAR as a query language. A subset of this

material was published as the Molecular Information File

(MIF; Allen et al., 1995), but there has been no subsequent

development of MIF tools or applications, despite its potential

as an open and non-proprietary standard. The reasons for this

must remain speculative, but the crystallography community,

being both smaller and more homogeneous than the larger

community of chemists, has been better placed to adopt new

solutions. It will be interesting to see whether XML is adopted

within the chemistry community as a collection of well inte-

grated consensus DTDs covering separate topic areas, or

whether individual application builders will tailor their own

DTDs to afford different views of the same topic. The

problems of integrating con¯icting DTDs in the latter case

should not be underestimated.

7. Future CIF developments

Including pointers in a CIF informs the computer which items

are related, but it does not say what this relationship is. In

current versions of the dictionaries, this information is found

in the verbal de®nitions which are not designed to be

computer interpretable. However, future versions of the

dictionaries will include methods, that is algorithms, that will

instruct the computer how to derive one quantity from others

that are in the CIF (Spadaccini et al., 2000). For example, if a

user requests the density of a crystal and the density is not

already present in the CIF, the application will look in the

dictionary where it will ®nd an algorithm that de®nes the

density as _chemical_formula_weight * _cell_formu-

la_units_Z / _cell_volume.

If any of these values is not present, the method property

would contain the algorithm for calculating them from other

items that are present.

With a dictionary that includes methods, an application

would be able to use a CIF containing only the essential

experimental measurements to obtain information about any

property de®ned in the dictionary. The user would not need to

know whether the item was already stored in the CIF. For

example, someone interested in the refractive index could

interrogate CIFs that have been retrieved from a database,

using a private dictionary that included an algorithm for

calculating the refractive index from the crystal structure. By

merging the of®cial CIF dictionary with a local dictionary

containing the algorithm, the refractive indices of all the

structures could be rapidly retrieved. Different models for

calculating the refractive index could be compared by creating

a number of different local data names, each containing a

different algorithm. The application would read the input

request, search the dictionary for the algorithm, calculate the

required numbers and display the results.

We can look forward to the day when we will all have a

generic STAR program that will understand the syntax of

STAR and will therefore be able to read the dictionaries and

use them to direct the retrieval of information from the CIFs.

The result will be a revolution in the way we access the

accumulated information available on crystal chemistry. The

CIF dictionaries will constitute a knowledge base of crystal-

lography that computers can access to retrieve any desired

piece of crystallographic information. Though hidden from the

user by the computer applications, CIF will be the underlying

common language of crystallography.

8. Further details

Further details of the CIF standard, including both ASCII and

formatted versions of the approved CIF dictionaries, can be

obtained from the International Union of Crystallography

Web site: http://www.iucr.org.

We wish to acknowledge the efforts of all the people, too

numerous to name, who have contributed to the work

described in this paper.
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